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MORNING GRAIN COMMENTARY 

Morning Trends: 

Corn: 1 to 3 lower 

Wheat: 4 to 6 higher 

Soybeans: 1 around 

Soy Meal .5 to 1.0 lower  

Soy Oil: 15 to 20 higher 

 

Weather:    A ridge is located in the 
Four Corners region with a trough in 
eastern Canada into the Northeast. The ridge will remain firm over the next 10 days. The trough will push 
northeast over the next few days while two disturbances move through Canada through the weekend. A trough 
will become strong and deep over eastern Canada next week. The U.S. and European models are similar for the 
majority of the period so I will use a blend of the models. The U.S. models are generally colder than the 
European ones, however, and I will favor the European ones for temperatures.  For the outlook period, 
temperatures on Monday will be above normal across the majority of the country. Temperatures will fall near to 
below normal across the north by the end of next week. Daily scattered showers are expected in the Southeast. 
Periods of showers will move across the northern tier of the country through the period. And we will have to 
watch for a potential tropical storm next week as well. -DTN 

NORTHERN PLAINS (SPRING WHEAT/CORN): Isolated showers are expected over the next several days. The 
overall dryness will be good for harvesting wheat while showers will be beneficial to filling corn where they occur. 
-DTN 

CENTRAL/SOUTHERN PLAINS (CORN/COTTON): Showers will be more likely closer to the Rockies and 
across the north for the next several days. Showers will benefit filling corn where they occur, but much of the 
region has above normal soil moisture due to rains over the last month outside of northeast Nebraska, where 
dryness continues. West Texas has seen relief from the heat, though temperatures are expected to be near to 
above normal for the next week and rainfall chances are low. Stress to boll setting and opening cotton will 
continue and require further irrigation. -DTN 

MIDWEST (CORN/SOYBEANS/WHEAT): Portions of Iowa and the eastern Midwest are and have been turning 
drier in the last week or two, which could be stressing to filling corn and soybeans, though most of the region is 
in good shape. Scattered showers will occur mostly across northern areas through much of next week with some 
showers sneaking north across the Ohio River over the weekend. -DTN 

DELTA (SOYBEANS/COTTON): Showers last week helped to cut into recent dryness for filling cotton and 
soybeans but very little shower activity is expected until this weekend, with stress possibly returning or 
continuing where it was drier last week. -DTN 

SOUTHEAST (COTTON): Some dryness continues across Georgia and Alabama where the showers have not 
been able to keep up with demand as readily, but scattered showers will continue in the region over the next 
week, benefiting those areas they hit. Being scattered, some areas of dryness will continue or build in areas that 
are missed. Despite this, conditions are mostly favorable for boll setting and opening cotton. -DTN 

BRAZIL (CORN/COTTON/WHEAT): Dry conditions continue to favor the remaining harvest activities for corn 
and cotton in the central and north, while conditions remain favorable for developing to reproductive wheat in the 
south. A front will remain stalled around Parana through Friday, producing periods of moderate to heavy 
showers in the region. Some flooding risk will continue with this. Temperatures will fall dramatically Thursday 

The Stories of the Day: 

And now the tough part, the tracking https://www.msn.com/en-
us/news/us/sturgis-motorcycle-rally-rolls-to-a-close-as-virus-tracking-
remains-complex/ar-BB184NM1?li=BBnb7Kz    
Pick one for Friday song of the week  https://www.msn.com/en-
us/entertainment/news/the-25-best-rock-n-roll-anthems/ss-
BB184cAI?li=BBnb7Kz  
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through the weekend, causing some frosts and potential freezes over southern areas and potentially impacting 
wheat. -DTN 

ARGENTINA (WINTER WHEAT): Dryness continues to be a concern for the interior of the region for the rest of 
the winter as shower chances have remained further to the east. And with temperatures below to well below 
normal, frosts and freezes will continue to limit growth and keep the crop dormant. There does seem to be relief 
on the horizon as showers may be more widespread and heavier in the middle of next week. -DTN 

EUROPE (SPRING GRAINS/CORN): A couple of storm systems will continue to produce showers over the 
course of the week, continuing the mostly favorable conditions for filling crops. Spain and Italy could use more 
precipitation as it continues to be drier in these areas. -DTN 

UKRAINE/WEST RUSSIA (SPRING GRAINS/CORN/SUNFLOWERS): Soils continue to be drier for much of the 
eastern two thirds of the region, though northern areas, and particularly the Volga Region in Russia have 
benefited most from scattered showers over the last couple of weeks. The western half of Ukraine will continue 
to see periods of showers through Friday, but the rest of the region looks to have very little and will continue to 
stress filling crops. -DTN 

CANADIAN PRAIRIES (SPRING WHEAT): Isolated showers and above normal temperatures continue this 
week, with better chances for showers across the already wetter sections in the west and east. As the crop 
continues to mature, the isolated nature of the showers and above normal temperatures should favor more 
advanced crops while later planted crops will likely suffer, especially in the southwest quarter of the region. -DTN 

AUSTRALIA (WINTER WHEAT/RAPESEED): Showers will continue over the southern portions of the growing 
region through this weekend, but Queensland is not expected to see much rainfall, which could stress 
developing wheat and rapeseed. Otherwise, favorable conditions continue across most of the country. -DTN 

CHINA (CORN/SOYBEANS/SUGARCANE/RICE): Overall favorable conditions continue in the northeast for 
reproductive to filling corn and soybeans and in the south for rice and sugarcane. -DTN 

INDIA (SUGARCANE/RICE/COTTON/SOYBEANS): Monsoon moisture continues to spread across the country 
but is lighter than normal in the south. Still, conditions are favorable across most of the region. The outbreak of 
locusts has started to become contained as swarms migrate westward and control measures are reported to be 
working. Extensive damage has still been reported for all crops in the region, however. -DTN 

Headlines:   

• Malaysian October Palm Oil up 23 Ringgits  

• Dalian Futures exchange Jan corn down 7 vs. the Yuan, Jan beans up 96, Jan meal down 21, Jan bean 
oil up 54 

• Asian Equity markets were mixed Nikkei closed up .3% China’s Shanghai up 2.3%  

• European Equity markets start flat, German Dax unchanged, London FTSE 100 up .2%  

• MATIF markets are mixed Nov Corn flat to the Euro, Nov Rapeseed down 1.25, Sept Wheat up .50     

• Save the Date…Aug 21st…Last trading day CME/MGEX Sept grain options  

• Save the Date…Aug 27th…2Q US GDP 

• Save the Date…Sept 4th…US employment numbers  

• Save the Date…Sept 7th…US Labor Day 

• Save the Date…Sept 11th…US S&D numbers  
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• ASF an EU thing? https://euobserver.com/opinion/149173  

• Locust still out there  

• Fall Armyworm Japan’s fruit growers in for a battle https://www.freshplaza.com/article/9241338/japan-
braces-for-fall-armyworm/    

• China floods a recap https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/china-evacuates-100000-as-floods-
threaten-heritage-site/ar-BB1885WZ?OCID=ansmsnnews11  

• Tuesday, WH said President Trump postponed the 6 month Phase One Deal Meetings…they said he 
does not want to deal with this right now     

• Early harvest results of sunflowers in Black Sea region point to disappointing oil content  

Commentary:   

Like most demand rallies the way they really get rolling is if the under covered end user starts to fear 
that markets are getting away and they chase after coverage. We said that if this was to unfold in corn 
and beans this week it would have to mean that MM funds were still buying and that the farmers were 
pulling away from the market. This does not seem to be happening. Yesterday the MM funds were 
back to their old ways and we feel were net sellers of 15,000 corn, 8,000 wheat and 2,000 beans. This 
means if the bull is to maintain their mojo for this week additional Chinese demand must be uncovered 
almost daily with USDA overnight sales announcements. Other news is scant the dog days of summer 
are hear.  

The Mean Season: Orange, Red, Yellow the NHC using all the colors today   

 

An investment in futures contracts is speculative, involves a high degree of risk and is suitable only for persons who can assume the risk of 
loss in excess of their margin deposits.  You should carefully consider whether futures trading is appropriate for you in light of your 
investment experience, trade objectives, financial resources, and other relevant circumstances. PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT 

NECESSARILY INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS. 
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